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INTRODUCTION

A contemporary serif font family.
The design takes influence1 from
traditional serif forms to develop
a precise, highly functional text
face with a low contrast. Smooth
radius details are blended with
carefully drawn angles that give
a crisp, distinctive aesthetic when
used across body copy. Modum is
a stylish modern day serif with
great charm, harmony and
practicality that is best suited for
complex hierarchical2 projects,
such as editorials, newspapers &
text based books. Details include
8 weights and true italics3, over
800 characters with alternative
lowercase a, e, g and y. 7 variations
of numerals, true small caps with
accents, ligatures, manually edited
kerning and Opentype features.
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Numerators / Denominators
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After 1695, journalists were
free to criticise or satirise
government policy, without
ending up pilloried, gaoled,
or having various body
parts chopped off. That’s
not to say Britain enjoyed
a universal freedom of the
press, but in the early 18th
century London boasted
the biggest, freest and most
profitable press in the world.
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The fearsome government
censor Sir Roger l’Estrange
eventually conceded: “Tis
the press that has made ‘em
mad, and the press must set
‘em right again” — quite an
admission for a man once
known as ‘the bloodhound
of the press’ for the way he
had persecuted ‘seditious’
authors with zest and glee.
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The Northern Block retains ownership
of the design of the font and the
intellectual property rights.

